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A method for forward and inverse solutions
of a three-dimensional model of the cochlea

Egbert de Boera)

D2-226, Academic Medical Center, Meibergdreef 9, 1105 AZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

~Received 18 April 1997; accepted for publication 11 March 1998!

In this Letter a method is described for computing the response of a linear three-dimensional
classical model of the cochlea. The method can be applied when the geometry of the model lends
itself to separation of variables, for instance, when the model has the shape of a homogeneous
rectangular block or box. The method is an improvement over previously published computation
methods, because it handles forward and retrograde traveling waves symmetrically, and it can be
used for forward as well as inverse solutions. Furthermore, the method can be extended to a
time-domain solution. ©1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!06606-5#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Kc, 43.64.Bt@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

In principle, there are two strategies that can be follow
in modeling the mechanism of cochlear functioning. In o
the structure and the parameters of the model are specifie
the largest degree of precision and detail, and the mo
equations are solved by a laborious procedure~a recent ex-
ample: Kolston and Ashmore, 1996!. In the other strategy
geometry and structure of the model are simplified as m
as possible~cf. de Boer, 1981, 1991, 1996! so that the fluid
equations lead to separation of the variables, which allo
the problem to be reduced to a not-too-complicated equa
in terms of one variable~the longitudinal place coordinate
x!. On modern PC-type computers, the solution for a lin
model of this form can generally be obtained in a few s
onds.

In the present report a solution method is described
belongs to the second category. We will restrict ourselve
linear models because it is felt that the response of
cochlea with low levels of stimulation~for instance, below
30 dB SPL! is very close to linear. The reader is referred
de Boer~1997a! to find to which extentnonlineareffects in
the cochlea can be considered in terms oflinear systems and
models. The solution method to be treated here is based u
the same simple three-dimensional structure that was use
recent reports by the author~de Boer, 1995a,b, 1996!. How-
ever, a new and potentially more useful method is given
the solution. The main advantage is that reflection proble
are treated faithfully because all expressions are symmet
in x ~on a micro-scale, wave propagation is symmetrica
x!. This implies that the method can be extrapolated t
time-domain solution in a straightforward way. Furthermo
problems associated with evoked oto-acoustical emiss
can be handled with ease and confidence. The present r
describes the basic theory and the solution methods for
forward as well as the inverse problem in the frequency
main.

a!Electronic mail: e.deboer@amc.uva.nl
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I. THEORY

The model we are going to use has a rectangular c
section which is the same over the full length in the longi
dinal (x-!direction. The basilar membrane~BM! occupies a
fraction, e, of the width of the channel, and that fraction
constant over the full length too~see Fig. 1 of de Boer
1995a, or Fig. 5.1 of de Boer, 1996!. The functionQ(k)
plays the central part in the general theory of waves in t
type of model~de Boer, 1991, Section 2.3; de Boer, 199
Sections 5.1 to 5.3!. This function describes the hydrody
namics of the fluid contained in the cochlear channels,
real variablek is the wave number~2p divided by the wave-
length!, i v r Q(k) is the impedance the fluid in one cha
nel presents to the BM when a single wave with wave nu
ber k and radian frequencyv travels in the fluid~r is the
fluid density!. This concept is only valid if the model’s ge
ometry is homogeneous and the fluid is ideal~i.e., incom-
pressible, inviscid and linear!. The functionQ(k) takes into
accountthree-dimensionaleffects, i.e., the fact that the BM
is moving over only a fraction of its width, that the fluid ca
move in three dimensions, and that long as well as sh
waves and the transition between these may be present
quote the basic equation for a linear model~cf. de Boer,
1991, Eq. 2.3.f! that results from the analysis:

2 ivr

ZBM~x!
E

2`

`

Q~k!VBM~k!e2 ikxdk52vBM~x!. ~1!

The meaning of the variables is as follows:x is the
longitudinal coordinate along the BM,ZBM(x) is the BM
impedance,vBM(x) is the velocity of the BM andVBM(k) its
Fourier transform~only real values ofk are involved!. In all
variables and parameters the independent variablev has
been omitted for simplicity. For the derivation of Eq.~1! and
the form ofQ(k) for the rectangular-block model we refer t
de Boer~1981!.

An alternative, more general, solution method is bas
on the concept of the Green’s function~see for an early ap-
plication Allen, 1977, and for a more recent one Mamma
and Nobili, 1993!. For the simple regular type of model ge
ometry we are considering here, the Green’s function is p
3725(6)/3725/4/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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portional to the inverse Fourier transformq(x) of Q(k).
Sondhi~1978! has studied the way to circumvent problem
with the logarithmic singularity whichq(x) displays atx
50. Conversely, the functionQ(k) has a singularity atk
5`, where it behaves as (1/uku)—which is a nonanalytic
function of k—to describe the character of short waves.

In de Boer and van Bienema~1982!, the functionQ(k)
for the three-dimensional model was approximated by
quotient of two polynomials ink, one of the second and on
of the third degree ink, and a solution method for three
dimensional models was based on it. The same approx
tion has been used for the ‘‘inverse solution’’ described in
Boer ~1995a,b!. However, the so-obtainedQ(k) function is
not symmetrical ink, it behaves in the right manner fork
→1` but not for k→2`; therefore, the way reflecte
waves are treated is unpredictable. Furthermore, the app
mateQ(k) function cannot be extended to a realizable s
tial operator as would be needed for a time-domain solut
To improve upon these points, approximateQ(k) by the
symmetricalfunction

Q~k!5
1

heffk
2

11a2k2h21a4k4h4

11b2k2h21b4k4h4 , ~2!

whereh is the height of each of the cochlear channels,e is
the fraction of the width of the cochlear partition occupi
by the ~flexible! BM, and the ‘‘effective height’’heff equals
h/«. That we have to go from the relatively simple thir
order expression in de Boer and van Bienema~1982! to the
sixth order in Eq.~2! is due to the problem of properly rep
resentingQ(k) for large values ofuku by a quotient ofeven
polynomials ink. Appendix A gives numerical values for th
coefficientsa2 to b4 for various values ofe which produce a
good approximation of the ‘‘true’’Q(k) function by Eq.~2!.
For example, in the casee50.3 it is found that Eq.~2!, with
the coefficients filled in according to Appendix A, provides
satisfactory approximation to the ‘‘true’’Q(k) function for
ukhu,50. In fact, larger values ofukhu than 50 should not
play a noticeable part in cochlear modeling. Whena4 andb4

are zero, the approximation is good toukhu510.

II. FORWARD SOLUTION

Substitute Eq.~2! in the standard equation for a ‘‘clas
sical’’ model @Eq. ~1!#:

2ivr

ZBM~x!
E

2`

` 1

heffk
2

11a2k2h21a4k4h4

11b2k2h21b4k4h4

3VBM~k! e2 ikx dk52vBM~x!. ~3!

Introduce the new variableu(x) by defining its Fourier trans
form U(k) in the following way:

1

heffk
2

1

11b2k2h21b4k4h4 VBM~k!5U~k!. ~4!

Because in thek domain each multiplication with (2 ik) is
equivalent to differentiation with respect tox, the x domain
counterpartsvBM(x) andu(x) are related by

vBM~x!5heffF2
d2

dx2 1b2h2
d4

dx4 2b4h4
d6

dx6Gu~x!. ~5!
3726 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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Whenu(x) is known,vBM(x) can be computed from Eq.~5!.
To solve foru(x), substitute Eq.~5! in model Eq.~3!:

2ivr

heffZBM~x!
E

2`

`

~11a2k2h21a4k4h4!U~k!e2 ikxdk

5F d2

dx2 2b2h2
d4

dx4 1b4h4
d6

dx6Gu~x!, ~6!

and reduce this relation to an equation inx:

2ivr

heffZBM~x! F12a2h2
d2

dx2 1a4h4
d4

dx4Gu~x!

5F d2

dx2 2b2h2
d4

dx4 1b4h4
d6

dx6Gu~x!. ~7!

Equation~7! is a differential equation of the sixth order i
u(x), and can be solved by standard methods. Appendi
defines the matrix elements for solving Eq.~7! digitally.
Note that, when all coefficients (a2 to b4) are zero, Eq.~7!
reduces to the standard long-wave equation withheff as the
channel height. In that case, thelong-wave case, the channel
pressurep(x) is proportional tou(x):

p~x!5 ivru~x!. ~8!

This relation can be used to formulate the boundary con
tions at and near the stapes.

From the functionu(x) the BM velocityvBM(x) can be
obtained by using Eq.~5!. Or, alternatively, Eqs.~5! and~7!
can be combined to express the BM velocity in terms
lower-order derivatives ofu(x):

vBM~x!5
22ivr

ZBM~x! F12a2h2
d2

dx2 1a4h4
d4

dx4Gu~x!. ~9!

III. INVERSE SOLUTION

The inverse solution can be obtained by direct subst
tion of vBM(x) into Eq. ~1! and using the exact expressio
for Q(k). There may arise problems with convergence
large values ofukhu, however. It is often better to use th
approximation of Eq.~2!. Then, u(x) can be obtained di-
rectly by solving Eq. ~5!. The effective BM impedance
ZBM(x) is found from:

ZBM~x!5
22ivr

vBM~x! F12a2h2
d2

dx2 1a4h4
d4

dx4Gu~x!,

~10!

which is a simple variation of Eq.~9!.

IV. APPLICATION NOTES

It has been our general experience that the forwa
computation method as described in this paper is very rob
In testing locally active models of the cochlea, and trying o
variations of the parameters or introduction of irregularitie
it is often found that the region of the response peak beco
the source of strong reflections. The solution method
scribed in this paper can cope well with reflected waves. T
stands in contrast to the de Boer–van Bienema~1982!
3726Egbert de Boer: Letters to the Editor
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method which often fails in such cases~see, for instance, the
resynthesis results in de Boer, 1995b!. We may conclude tha
the method developed is a good and useful instrument for
further development of cochlear models, especially whe
is required that the models be three-dimensional in na
and should include and properly represent retrograde wa
or reflections.

On a tentative basis, we applied the method to loca
active models like that of Neely and Kim~1986! and that of
Geisler and Sang~1995!. The model of Neely and Kim is a
‘‘classical’’ model in the sense that the reaction of t
cochlear partition at locationx is completely determined by
the BM movement at the same location. The model of G
sler and Sang~1995! is not a ‘‘classical’’ model because th
dynamics of the cochlear partition at locationx is influenced
by events taking place elsewhere. The response of that m
is, however, identical to the response of a ‘‘classical’’ mod
when the two models have the same effective BM impeda
~de Boer, 1997b!. Both of these models have been conceiv
as long-wave models. We found that their parameters nee
be modified considerably before these models produce
acceptable response in a three-dimensional setting. Th
undoubtedly due to the fact that in the response-peak reg
the waves in those models are not long waves but are cl
to being short waves, and the parameters are clearly not
for these.
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APPENDIX A: POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS FOR EQ.
„1…

Suitable polynomial coefficients for the thre
dimensional model are

Numerator Denominator
e a2 a4 b2 b4

0.1 0.9 5.031023 1.231022 8.031026

0.15 0.75 5.031023 2.031022 8.031026

0.2 0.85 6.031023 3.031022 1.031025

0.3 0.55 1.031023 1.031022 3.031026

0.4 0.4 1.031023 1.431022 3.031026

0.5 0.4 1.031023 1.631022 4.031026

0.6 0.4 1.031023 2.031022 5.031026

0.7 0.38 1.031023 2.531022 7.031026

0.8 0.35 1.031023 2.531022 8.031026

0.9 0.3 1.031023 2.531022 1.031025

APPENDIX B: FORWARD SOLUTION, MATRIX
COMPOSITION

We consider the solution of Eq.~7! by way of discreti-
zation of thex axis. We have to express the second, fou
and sixth derivatives to an accuracy of the order (dx)7,
where dx is the length of one segment in thex direction.
3727 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 6, June 1998
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Consider the sequenceyi ~with i an integer! as a function of
xi with xi5x01 idx; both sequences are samples of the c
tinuous variablesy(x) andx. A Taylor’s series expansion o
y around its valuey05y(x0) can be made in the range from
23 to 13 of i , and leads to

y232y0523D ~1!19D ~2!227D ~3!

181D ~4!2243D ~5!1729D ~6! ,

y222y0522D ~1!14D ~2!28D ~3!116D ~4!

232D ~5!164D ~6! ,

y212y052D ~1!1D ~2!2D ~3!1D ~4!

2D ~5!1D ~6! ,
~B1!

y112y051D ~1! 1D ~2!1D ~3!1D ~4!

1D ~5!1D ~6! ,

y122y0512D ~1!14D ~2!18D ~3!116D ~4!

132D ~5!164D ~6! ,

y132y0513D ~1!19D ~2!127D ~3!

181D ~4!1243D ~5!1729D ~6!,

where the symbolD ( j ) denotes

D ~ j !5
~dx! j

j

dj

dxj y~x0!. ~B2!

Inversion of the coefficient matrix in~B1! ~for instance, via
MATLAB ®! yields:

D ~2!5~4y23254y221540y211540y11

254y1214y132980y0!/720,

D ~4!5~25y23160y222195y212195y11

160y1225y131280y0!/720, ~B3!

D ~6!5~y2326y22115y21115y11

26y121y13220y0!/720.

From Eqs.~B2! and ~B3! the elements of the matrix to b
used in solving Eq.~7! are easily found. Obviously, the ma
trix is a band matrix, with three elements on both sides of
main diagonal.

The equation set needs six boundary conditions, to
formulated in the matrix rows that are incomplete. F
stimuli of not too low frequency, the conditions at the end
the model are easily formulated: the value ofu(x) as well as
of its first and second derivative are set to zero. For stim
that do not have their short-wave region near the stapes
boundary condition atx 5 0 can be formulated by using Eq
~8! to relateu(x) to the stapes velocity. We further prescrib
that u(x) obeys the long-wave equation at the two ne
points.
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